Patient Care Supply Disruptions
Patients depend on healthcare supplies for lifesaving care. Yet
natural disasters, pandemic, regulatory actions, bankruptcy,
recalls, site fires, etc., wreak havoc on the healthcare supply
chain, placing patients’ lives at risk.

Uniquely Tailored to Healthcare Providers
SRS is the only cloud-based supply chain risk software tailored
to the healthcare industry, enabling efficient collaboration with
other healthcare providers. SRS has a unique software development approach where healthcare providers have set SRS
enhancement priorities in weekly meetings since 2018.
Here are key differences cited by our customers:
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Map and monitor supply chain
Tailored to healthcare providers

#1 in healthcare supplier data
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SupplyRisk Prevent™
SRS offers the only program to actively manage suppliers until they reach low risk. This unique disruption prevention program has five main steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assess supplier business continuity & geo risks
Predict suppliers most likely to suffer a disruption
Assign risk prevention actions to suppliers
Train suppliers to improve their risk prevention
Manage and support supplier improvements

SupplyRisk Prevent™ is uniquely grounded in statistical models, based on millions of site disruption events. It assigns the
most effective risk prevention actions to each supplier to cut
their risks. SRS then assists suppliers through free training,
templates, follow-up, and support.
SRS data proves that suppliers cut production disruptions by
60% by completing SRS risk prevention actions.

SupplyRisk Respond™
SupplyRisk Respond™ collects data from suppliers and combines it with other third-party data sources to map supply
chain production and distribution sites and give real-time
awareness of supplier and logistic threats that impact a
healthcare provider’s supply chain:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Map production sites and key distribution hubs
Monitor threats to suppliers, sites, and logistics
Identify suppliers impacted by disaster events
Plan for any “What If” scenario

First, suppliers enter production sites, key distribution hubs
and emergency contacts in the secure SRS website. SRS geocodes and monitors the locations. SRS adds supply chain
pedigree data based on public and private sources
Second, SRS alerts for supplier and logistics threats by email,
phone app, and web portal. SRS analyzes millions of media
articles a day for incidents like FDA actions, recalls, shortages,
acquisitions, cyber-attack, labor, site fires, port issues, etc.
Third, when supplier production sites are in a disaster area,
SRS contacts them to identify impacted suppliers, resulting in
significant time savings for your team.
Fourth, analyze risks for unlimited “what if” risk scenarios and
develop contingency plans for them.

SupplyRisk in n i l™
SRS predicts over 90% of public company bankruptcies two
years in advance. SupplyRisk Financial™ combines real-time

market data & financial filings. The result is early and accurate
bankruptcy prediction for all public companies in your BCP
program.
Using market data plus financial reports provides earlier and
more accurate prediction than financial reports alone. Markets react instantly and have proven predictive power while
financial reports provide a comprehensive view.

About SRS
Founded in 2007 in Silicon Valley, SRS is cloud-based supply
chain risk software tailored to the healthcare industry. SRS is
#1 by far in supplier data and healthcare provider customers.
SRS customers use the “SRS Risk Mgt” phone app (iOS and Android) and the web reporting portal at customer.supplyrisk.com. Suppliers access SRS at supplier.supplyrisk.com.
SRS holds two patents on managing supply chains to map,
monitor, and prevent disruptions.

Contact Us
Simply email SRS (support@supplyrisk.com) to get started and
visit www.supplyrisk.com.

